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Recording, analyzing and controlling

COMMUNICATION

what is
LUREC
LUREC is based on the Verint Verba compliance suite, which helps optimize the capture, analysis,
and control of communications. It offers comprehensive functions for recording conversations
and defining proactive policies for storing, analyzing, and archiving internal and external communications, alongside comprehensive quality management features.
It records all communication channels and is available for Microsoft Skype for Business, Cisco
Jabber, Avaya Aura, etc. no matter which end user device is deployed (desktop PC, tablet, or mobile
device).
This proven application ensures adherence to legal, risk and compliance requirements in your
industry and facilitates effective quality management within that framework.
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“

With the Verint Verba compliance platform, you’re choosing the most reliable
recording solution for Skype for Business.

Legal requirements and regulations like MiFID II, HIPAA and Dodd-Frank oblige companies to
record and archive all their communications. Verint Verba delivers the tools necessary to centrally
store, archive, and, if necessary, optimize all communications channels (chat, audio, video, desktop
sharing, application sharing, whiteboarding, and data transfer).
This makes for easier implementation of communication and content policies, ensures data integrity, and enables you to meet retention requirements.
Comprehensive quality management functions can be automated, to comply with PCI-DSS standards.

Verint Verba delivers full support for all aspects of e-discovery (data localization, storage, and
searches), making life easier for System Administrators and users alike.
Over the years, Verint Verba has established itself as an industry leading solution in the financial
market, where there are specific regulatory requirements relating to consultation (remote advisory
services), trading and brokerage functions, as well as calls made using smartphones. The application is also used successfully across other industries.
Verint Verba also offers features for checking and analyzing employees’ performance. Compliance
with specifications and procedures can be controlled, and if necessary, optimized through training
a sure-fire way of increasing market success.
Verint Verba is a server application that is natively integrated with Skype for Business and requires
no additional client. The redundant architecture of Verint Verba servers ensures high availability.

capabilities of
LUREC


Recording and archiving of UC modalities, including audio, video, IM, screen/application
share, file share, whiteboard, polls, and more.



Proactive compliance capabilities for UC: session blocking, content filtering, disclaimer
notifications, and presence control.



Advanced analytics: phonetic search, speech transcription, full-text IM transcript search,
reporting, and dashboards.



Full Active Directory integration for centralized configuration.



Integration with 15+ storage and archiving platforms, including WORM storage systems
and cloud solutions.



Voice quality check, CDR reconciliation, legal hold, cases, compliance workflows,
announcements, and more.



Verint Verba is highly scalable and can be used by organizations of all sizes

WE ARE
LUWARE
swiss and simple
Luware is a leading provider of Customer Service platforms based on Microsoft Unified Communications. Intelligent routing solutions, deployed across all departments – from Help Desks to full
Contact Centres – are our core competency.
Our solutions include communication channels such as chat, voice, video, e-mail, social media, and
co-browsing. These can be enhanced with state-of-the-art technologies – including bots, artificial
intelligence, WebRTC – and can easily be combined with third-party applications, such as CRM, ERP,
and ticketing systems.
Our products integrate natively with Skype for Business, can be used across all industries, are intuitive to operate and feature impressive Swiss quality.
The portfolio is rounded off with a set of additional functions for Skype for Business, including
compliance recording for all modalities, routing assistance systems with Manager/Assistant and
Busy On Busy features, as well as operator switchboards. Combined they enable organizations to
deploy the Microsoft Unified Communications solution as their sole communications platform.
Years of experience analyzing processes in customer service, developing software, and managing
projects, plus close cooperation with Microsoft and partner companies, enable us to successfully
complete projects of all sizes and levels of complexity.


I’m proud that my team’s success in enriching Skype for Business technology has resulted
in major players around the globe using the Luware contact center solution.
Check out our website for examples of reference customers.
-Philipp Beck, CEO Luware AG

